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* Relevant whether you print or go to a 
commercial source for printing.



Printers

To get good quality prints you need a 
photo printer – not just any printer that 
prints in colour.

Inkjet not laser.

How big do you want to print?

Two maximum sized printers for 
amateur use: A4 and A3+

Both will print smaller than their 
maximum size, e.g. 4”x6”.



Two main types

Canon and Epson are the two best brands 
for photo printers. HP also.

Two ink types: dye and pigment.

Pigment ink printers are generally more 
expensive. Prints are said not to fade in a 
lifetime. Favoured by those selling prints. 
Nozzles more prone to clogging.

Dye printers produce brighter images 
and nowadays they are much more fade 
resistant. Best for amateur use.



How many inks?

Canon Pixma Pro 100S: A3+ 8 
ink colours dye based. Good 
for mono. About £360.

Epson Expression XP-55: A4 
6 ink colours. About £140.

Canon Pixma iP7250: A4 5 ink 
colours. About £65



Paper and ink

Ink is expensive but non printer brand ink is 
a false economy

Nozzles can block, colours and permanence can 
be poor.

Photo paper: printer brand or other brands?

Plenty of good independent brands: 
Permajet, Hahnemule, Fotospeed, Ilford

BUT make sure your printer and software 
work with the downloaded ICC profiles for 
the brand to get correct colours. 

Safer to use printer brand paper and ink.



Paper styles and sizes

Three main finishes: gloss, lustre/satin 
(cream and white) and matte.

Also smooth and textured fine art, 
metallic, canvas, double sided, pre-
creased greeting cards …

Different finishes suit different 
images, e.g. lustre and fine art work well 
with large enlargements to be framed.

A variety of sizes 6”x4”, 7”x5”, 10”x8”, 
A4, A3, A3+ and weights in gsm.



Photo formats and size ratios

The image should dictate the final 
format/size ratio and not be 
constrained to a particular proportion 
unless the use requires it.

Some size ratios are more ‘comfortable’ 
or pleasing to the eye than others.

If you intend a square (1:1) ratio then 
make sure it is square.

The out of camera 3:2 is not the most 
pleasing, particularly in portrait mode.





What is DPI and PPI?

Dots per inch and pixels per inch.
The terms get used interchangeably but 
strictly DPI relates to printing and PPI to a 
digital image.
A measure of resolution – how many ink 
‘dots’ or pixels per linear inch.
The higher the image PPI the sharper or 
clearer the reproduction of the image in 
the print.
Printers have high DPI, images need ideally 
300 PPI but not less than 180ppi. Too low 
and the print looks ‘blocky’.



Image size and print size 
It follows that there is a relationship between the number of pixels in an 

image and the maximum good quality size it will print to.

Let’s say you want a 10” x 8” print and you know that 300ppi will give the 

best quality print. Simples!

10 x 300 = 3000, 8 x 300 = 2400. So you need an image at least 3000 x 

2400 pixels in dimension (more pixels are OK)

Put another way a full size image from a Nikon D750 is 6016 x 4016 

pixels (24MP sensor). At 300 ppi it will produce a print 20” x 13.4”.

Let’s say you think the quality of the print would be OK at 240ppi. 

At 240ppi the print would be 25” x 17”. That’s slightly bigger than A2.

Note: The lower the PPI selected the bigger a given image size will print.

The key question: how big is the image that you want to print?



Cropping
Let’s take that 24MP image as a starting point (6016 x 4016 pixels). 

We have established that with no cropping and at 300 ppi it will produce a 

print 20” x 13.4”.

To get the composition we want we decide to crop to 3000 x 2000 pixels.

At 300 ppi: 3000/300 = 10 and 2000/300 = 6.6 So the print size 10” x 6.6”

But let’s say you really want a 20” x 13.4” print from that cropped image. 

How many ppi will that represent?

Answer: 150ppi (3000 pixels spread over 20”: 3000/20 = 150 ppi)  

Final answer: it will not print well to that size and tend to look ‘blocky’. 

Don’t print bigger than the image can stand.

But you don’t need Higher Maths to work this out – just be aware of 

the principle that is involved. Software will work it out for you …



Image size and resizing to print

So how do you know the size of your 
image once you have cropped it?

In Photoshop Elements go to Image -

Resize – Image size and this box pops 

up.

This shows that your image is 3544 x 

2124 pixels in size and in the lower box 

that if you print at 300ppi the print size 

will be 30.01 cm x 17.98cm

In other words it will print slightly larger 

than A4 size. 

You can resample the image by 

changing the pixel dimensions and 

change the resolution if you wish.



In Photoshop CC
In Photoshop CC go 

to Image - Image 

size and this box 

pops up.

This shows the same 

information in a 

different format.

You can resample the 

image provided the 

check box is ticked by 

changing the 

dimensions or the 

PPI.

Remember that lowering the PPI increases the print size. While 300ppi is ideal, 240 

is fine but quality deteriorates once you get below 180ppi.



Click on File - Print in Elements

Settings:

1. Select your printer

2. Printer settings –

make sure you 

choose the type of 

paper.

3. And the correct 

paper size and 

orientation.

4. Select type of 

prints.

5. Select print size. 

Do not check crop 

to fit otherwise you 

will lose some of 

the image. Leave 

setting as Custom 

unless you want 

one of the size 

options in the 

menu.



Photoshop CC: File - Print

The options are a bit 

more complex but 

cover the same 

issues.

Note that because the 

image would print 

slightly larger than A4 

‘scale to fit media’ is 

ticked and Photoshop 

reduces the image, in 

this case, to just over 

96% to fit the media.

Because the image 

proportions do not 

match A4 there are 

white margins to be 

trimmed top and 

bottom.



The printer dialogue

I can only show mine for a Canon 9000 

printer but they are all similar.

You set the paper type, quality, paper 

size, landscape or portrait, whether 

borderless and a few other things.



The elephant in the room

Do the colours of the print look like the 
image on the screen? Most unlikely! 

Monitors vary in their ability to display 
a full colour range accurately.

Screen image = back lighting. Print is 
illuminated from in front and paper 
colour affects the image.

Calibrating monitor and printer will help 
a lot and bring them closer.

Do not expect a perfect match!



Mount proportions and sizes

How big to print? As big as you can?

A large print lets you see detail.

It also shows up imperfections.

Questions to answer first:
How big is the frame?

How much card mount do you need to 
balance the image within the frame?

Colour of mount – harmonise with a tone in 
the image, contrast or non intrusive white?



Be generous with the card surround and avoid a very 

narrow surround – reduce print size if necessary.

Take care with measurement and work out the look 

before you start: 

equal margins; 

equal sides and different but equal top and bottom;

equal sides and top with deeper bottom;

equal sides and different top with different but deeper 

bottom.



Having printed your image 
now cut a card mount, 
frame it and hang it on 
the wall.

You and your photographic 
talent are worth it!


